Secure print management

READY TO
REDUCE COSTS?
with Managed Print Services
From administrative costs to wasteful
printing habits, PaperCut can deliver
cost savings across your organization.
Cost-cutting is everywhere nowadays. Sometimes
it’s done well, and sometimes it ends up harming
productivity. The best type of cost-cutting is the
type that people don’t notice, and that doesn’t
reduce service value.
Print management can be one of those magic
wands where you can slash costs without hurting
anyone’s productivity (or even sometimes make
it better). Not only that, you might get some
surprise cost savings. It all starts by asking a
question: “Do I really need to print that email
in color?” or “Want to print that double-sided
instead?”

38

of companies who use an MPS that is
outsourced, fully achieved their consumable
cost reduction goals compared to 18% taking
a hybrid approach.

53

report that color print volumes are still
increasing, a major potential contributor to
overall costs if uncontrolled.
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4 Benefits PaperCut Ensures
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Waste control - Although PaperCut can do
far more than just save paper waste, that’s
still what we and our customers are most
passionate about.
Grayscale selection - Reduce the amount
of color printing in favor of grayscale (black
& white) printing set filters and rules to
encourage or force grayscale selection.
Student print quota - Stop students from
printing excessively by applying a student
print quota or print budgets, which will
influence behavior.
Print scripting - Reduce cost per page by
sending jobs to the cheapest device use
print scripting in PaperCut MF (pre-written
recipes provided).
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PaperCut Solution
80+ Built in Reports

Your one-stop shop for one-click reports. From what people
print to how they impact the environment, our one-click
collection has your reporting needs truly covered.

Rules Based Routing

Payment Gateways

The Payment Gateway feature allows value to be transferred
from an external system to a PaperCut MF/NG personal
account. This allows end-users to use credit cards, PayPal
and even campus cards to fund their account.

Implementing a great print policy is not just about sending
people an email or document with a list of rules but using a
system that can both encourage best practice and enforce
the rules. This means that you can throw out your print policy
and make it easy for users to do the right thing.

Printing Chargeback

Print Deploy

Find-Me printing simply put, is the ability for your users
to send their print jobs to a single print queue from their
computer or device and release their jobs from whichever
printer they’re close to, whenever they want.

Is a great way for customer to cut the time it takes to set up
drivers, along with fewer support tickets. Set up a single
Find-Me queue with a universal driver. Use Print Deploy to
roll it out to users. (Time is money, right!?)

Recover printing costs from clients (printing chargeback)
Allocate jobs to an account so you can bill back printing
to your clients.

Find Me Printing

Email to Print

Easy guest and contractor printing setup frees up IT staff
hours for more valuable work use email to print or PaperCut
Mobility Print. (BYOD)

“

PaperCut MF has saved us over
$3,000,000 on print cost!”
Michelle Hernandez, IT Asset Manager at UAMS
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